
File Management Tips
Best practices, tips and tricks for managing files in your organization
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Today’s Topics
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● Folder Structure
● Folder & File Naming
● Metadata and Tagging
● Spring Cleaning & Migration



Folders – Agreed & Understood by All
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■ Meet and create your folder conventions, 
balancing the needs of the primary users 
with the needs of other staff to access.

■ In a tradeoff, simple and used beats perfect 
and unused!

■ Tip: Document your conventions in the folder 
itself, with a brief Word or text document for 
easy reference.



Folders – Agreed & Understood by All
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Folders – Enough to achieve clarity
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■ There should be enough top level folders to 
achieve clarity and remove ambiguity.

■ You can ignore the old rule of thumb that 
says there should not be more than 7 of 
something!

■ Propose a structure to the team and 
whiteboard it out.

■ Tip: Reality-check it with a ‘card-sort’. 
(UX Design).



Folders – Enough to achieve clarity
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■ Whiteboarding a folder structure



Folder Design Patterns
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Folder Design Patterns
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Folders – Consider High-level Separation
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■ Consider high-level separation of different 
unrelated types of information:
● Administration (Policies, HR, Governance)
● Operations (The Work Itself)
● Reference (How do I…)

■ What works for your organization? Often a 
two-way split is sufficient.

■ Also consider a Warehouse or Archive for 
older and rarely accessed stuff…



Folders – What’s in a Warehouse?
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Folders – Find the correct depth
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■ Limit depth of folders (Max of 3-4 levels of 
nesting is often enough)

■ Correct depth will vary by type of document 
and how they are used. Order generally 
should be most important for access to least 
important in the mind of the primary user.

■ Watch out for rabbit holes. (If you find users 
have to back up and try again, you have a 
rabbit hole!)



Folders – Avoid rabbit holes!
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Folders – Avoid rabbit holes!
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Unhelpful Hierarchy

Helpful Hierarchy



Folders – Naming
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■ Meaningful short names
■ Sort fixers ( ‘_ ‘ , ‘zzz’, etc…) 

are OK in moderation.
■ Set and follow 

capitalization and 
spacing conventions

■ Numbers and years are OK, 
if helpful to establish 
sequence or coding



Files – Naming
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■ Meaningful human-friendly names
■ No, or very limited, use of sort fixers
■ Set and follow spacing, capitalization, and 

punctuation conventions
■ Numbers and dates are OK, if helpful
■ Metric dates are best for sorting:

2020-08-24, 20200824, 2020.08.24
■ Major version numbers may be helpful:

v02, v-2



Files – Metadata (Tags and Categories)
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■ Document metadata allows filtering, sorting 
and improved search results.

■ Metadata can include tags, codes, acronyms, 
and anything else relevant and fixed.

■ Available directly in Office and PDF 
documents themselves, but not widely used. 

■ Check your Office document metadata for 
relevance (File > Properties > Summary)



Files – Metadata
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Metadata and Search
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■ Office document metadata (Title, Keywords, 
and Comments) is picked up and searchable 
in Windows, OneDrive and SharePoint.

■ You can also add Columns in a SharePoint 
Library to Filter and Sort documents by 
SharePoint custom metadata fields, such as 
account number or person responsible. 
(Best for organizational metadata)



Spring Cleaning and Migration
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■ Prepare and document a plan

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/sharepointmi
gration/fileshare-to-odsp-migration-guide



Spring Cleaning and Migration
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■ Migration Checklist:
○ File meets ‘keep’ criteria?
○ File is the complete & correct version?
○ Filename meaningful & consistent?
○ Metadata accurate and complete?
○ File format correct?
○ Folder location agreed?
○ Migrate and organize!



Spring Cleaning and Migration – Archives
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■ Collect the Very Old Files that are seldom or 
never accessed, and banish them to a 
warehouse or archive folder. 

■ Searching in your main file system should 
not show warehoused documents.



Migration (SharePoint)
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■ Create and populate your ‘work-in-progress’ 
OneDrive.

■ Create your SharePoint Library or Libraries, 
and top level folders.

■ Create the SharePoint metadata Columns 
you have agreed on. These can be somewhat 
different from folder to folder, or shared by 
all folders. (This is controlled by Views)

■ Upload all the things!



Questions and Discussion
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